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INDIVIDUAL SOP TRAINING 

 
Preparing for Scope of Practice: 
 
Individual Scope of Practice training sessions with a member of EQS or CI will be available the first week 
of each month, by appointment only. 

These slots will be available to any employee preparing for Scope of Practice, whether it be the Written, 
Practical or Oral Board sections.   

 

Please note that though these sessions are strongly suggested for anyone preparing to scope, they are 
voluntary and unpaid.   

Employees who are mandated to complete this preparatory training by the Medical Director, Supervisor, 
EQS or CI will be paid per medic policy. 
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Signing up for a time slot: 
 
Scope of Practice Training dates and times will be accessed through ePro.  The schedule is typically built 
out including the next 4 – 6 weeks, so if you are attempting to choose a date outside that time period, 
you may need to wait until that pay period is posted to ePro. 

Please note that these Training Sessions will be available in the first week of each month.  To lock in your 
scheduled date/time, log in to ePro and follow these steps: 

1. Under the Self Service button, choose “Pickup Shifts”. 
2. Choose the correct Date Range, and then the specific date you would like to choose. 
3. Be sure to select “MEDCON” as the Cost Center from the drop-down box. 
4. Click “Query” 

 
This should now show you the available slots remaining for that date.  Ensure that the shift you are 
choosing says “SOP Training” as its note, and click Pickup (0).  Remember that if it says Pickup (1), that 
means someone has already requested this slot, but has yet to be assigned.   

The policies and procedures for this shift are the same as any other shift on the schedule, and the same 
Attendance rules apply.  If you need to report that you will be late or absent, please send an email to 
ClinicalImprovement@Medic911.com    

If you have any questions regarding this process please contact Clinical Improvement at 
SOP@medic911.com.  
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